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Abstract. Mobile foreign exchange trading system for m-learning is proposed.
It’s used for time series analysis skills learning. Method of pre-forecasting
fractal R/S analysis of non-stationary time series is integrated in system. This
method includes: persistence, anti-persistence and random level determination
based on the calculation of the Hurst exponent. To calculate the average value of
the nonperiodic cycle of time series, as well as to establish the potential prof-
itable of assets that are represented by financial time series. A criterion for
determination of the average length of non-periodic cycles based on the
smoothing of V-statistics with simple moving average and Kaufman’s adaptive
moving average is proposed. It has been confirmed that most financial time
series are more or less persistent and endowed with long-term memory of their
initial conditions using computer simulation. Time series of course pairs are
close to random. Using fractal analysis in m-learning mobile foreign exchange
trading systems for smartphones based on iOS or Android operating systems is
suggested. The system is characterized by visualization and description of all
stages, which has to be executed for time series analysis. Practical use of this
system has shown high efficiency for time series analysis skills learning.

Keywords: M-learning � Mobile foreign exchange trading system � R/S-
analysis � Hurst exponent � Time series

1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Time-Series Analysis for M-Learning Tasks

The most part of economic, physical, technical and natural processes are non-
stationary. Time series representing these processes are the following components’
complex: trend’s function component, cyclic components with different periods, fluc-
tuations, etc. While forecasting such time series certain difficulties may be faced. Thus,
learning system development is up to date and top notch ad it allows to train financial
market traders and analysts. Trained specialists will obtain skills in time series analysis,
profitability of assets assessment, forecasting tools effectiveness, etc.
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The important trader’s skill is ability to use time series pre-forecasting analysis
methods. It can be done on the basis of fractal analysis. Fractal analysis of time series
was proposed by B. Mandelbrot and R. Hudson [1, 2] and developed by E. Peters and
E. Feder [3, 4]. As an integral part of discrete nonlinear dynamics methods, it is
designed to study nonlinearities in dynamics of time series, including financial ones.

Fractal analysis as an important element of pre-forecasting analysis can be inte-
grated into a multi-tasking analytical decision support system for mobile foreign
exchange trading. It may contain detailed market analysis, graphically outputs real-time
information, analyzes expert forecasts and addition to training of traders, etc. This
analytical system is presented as an application for a mobile phone supported by iOS
and Android. The main functions of such systems are: broadcast video market experts,
trade signals execution, display of current exchange rates, recommendation of trading
strategies, information on events, news and forecasts and also trader training to work on
the foreign exchange market. An important part of such a mobile application is the
fractal time series analysis, which provides extensive information about the statistical
characteristics of the process. The disadvantage of fractal market analysis application is
the presence of empirical parameters and the need for the analysis of some statistical
characteristics visually.

Authors propose a method for pre-forecasting fractal analysis of financial time
series where disadvantages are automated. Investors and analysts in the financial
markets may apply above mentioned method for identification in the long-term time
series, determining the average length of non-periodic cycles. This method is integrated
to the mobile foreign exchange trading system. The educational functionality of this
system allows to train traders effectively in time series analysis skills.

1.2 Review

M-learning it’s a new stage of e-learning systems’ development and recently is often
enough used for different areas specialists’ trainings. Integration of m-learning systems
and analysis as well as processing systems of financial indicators’ time series enhances
the training of traders and financial analysts and provide the possibility to obtain skills
in real time mode. A general architecture for m-learning systems is described in [5].

The method described in this research is based on the algorithm of the Hurst
exponent calculation. There are several methods for calculating the Hurst exponent,
where the main is the R/S analysis [3] and the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [6–
8]. Approaches applied to the calculation of the Hurst exponent based on the R/S-
analysis procedure are described in [3, 4, 9] in details. The empirical rules and
guidelines for R/S analysis, as well as the visual analysis of V-statistics for determining
the average length of the non-periodic cycle, are described in [3]. The effect of long-
term memory in time series is described in [1, 3, 9].

Application of forecasting methods and pre-forecasting analysis of time series in
various applications are described in [10–30]. In particular the forecasting power of the
method of cluster analysis using the same behavior of the time series of the stock
market, as well as the use of this method for efficient forecasting of stock prices, were
investigated in [10]. The method for modeling samples is proposed for the task of
short-term forecasting of time series is proposed in [11]. The method of selective
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comparison with the sample for the problem of constructing combined forecasting
models for signs of increments of time series with an unstable nature of oscillations,
considering the identification of similarities or indexation in [12]. The method of
forecasting the increments of time series in conditions of uncertainty using the trend
model of moving averages is described in [13]. The method of the nearest neighbor for
this problem is considered in [14, 15]. The method for indexing time series based on
the identification of similarities between them was described in [16]. The clustering
method for finding similarities in multidimensional spaces that are represented by
multidimensional time series is described in [17].

Application of time series analysis methods is also used in education in order to
predict the potential of scientific directions development [18]. The values of time series
in this case are the ratio of results evaluations of scientist’s research activities for
different periods of time. The method can be used for identifying promising areas of
research formed in a scientific environment. The method of classifying scholars in
research, based on the identification of similarities in time series, is described in [19].
The method of constructing evaluations of the results of scientist’s scientific research
activity based on the analysis of publications citations is described in [20]. The articles
[21, 22] describes a parametric model for assessing and predicting the quality of
educational institutions, which uses the approaches to the comparison of assessments.

The task of identifying similarities and analyzing time series is also used to identify
incomplete duplicates in textual information [23]. In [24], a conceptual model of the
system for finding incomplete duplicates using the identification of similarities in
electronic documents is described. In [25] describes the approaches of intellectual
decision-making methods in business using classical time series forecasting models.
Adaptive models of short-term forecasting of time series, methods of constructing
combined methods are described in [26]. In [27] we consider models and methods of
prediction of time series using intelligent data analysis: neural network, genetic algo-
rithms, fuzzy analysis, etc.

Both classical forecasting models and forecasting models using similarity identi-
fication are often used as components of complex forecasting, modeling and decision-
making systems. In [28] an analysis of the design features of information-analytical
systems for forecasting of time series with the use of expert evaluation was carried out.
In [29], in particular, the method of fuzzy cluster analysis, which uses the identification
of similarities, is considered. The use of expert estimation to forecast time series in
information systems is also described in [30]. [31] deals with the management of
project configuration management in the development of distributed systems, which
can use the identification of similarities between projects on the set of indicators that
these projects characterize [32, 33].

1.3 Aims and Objectives

The aim of the research is to develop and describe the method of pre-forecasting fractal
analysis of time series for use in mobile foreign exchange trading and traders m-
learning. Also, to establish criteria in this method for estimating the average length of
non-periodic cycles, identifying series with long-term memory, etc. Visualization of the
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fractal analysis methods’ work results should be laid in mobile foreign exchange
trading systems for m-learning. It’s needed for traders and financial analysts’ effective
preparation.

2 Fractal Analysis of Time-Series Data Sets

2.1 Fractal R/S Analysis

According to the principles of fractal analysis, time series have a fractal dimension
1\D\2, endowed with properties of scale invariance (self-similarity) and memory of
their initial conditions. It is believed that the time series that reflect the development of
economic processes have a fractal structure. The fractal dimension indicates the degree
of “spine” of the time series. In practice, the fractal dimension is replaced by the Hurst
exponent, on the basis of which the degree of smoothness of the time series is deter-
mined [3, 34]. The H exponent is determined on the basis of the fractal dimension by
the formula H ¼ 2� D, where is 0�H� 1. Hurst exponent characterizes the ratio of
the component of the trend function to white noise and can be used for the classification
of time series: the establishment of non-random time series with a stable trend and
random rows (including non-Gaussian ones). The calculation of the Hurst exponent can
be based on the R/S analysis procedure. In [35] justified the applicability of this method
for the study of financial and economic processes.

There are three classifications for time series depending on the value of the Hurst
exponent. If 0 < H\0:5 or 0\H\E, then there isn`t correlation between retrospec-
tive and predictive values in the time series. This time series is antipersistence. If
E\H\1, then the time series is characterized by persistence behavior. If H ¼ E or
H ¼ 0:5, then the time series is random and has no memory of its initial conditions.
The value of E is calculated according to the formula described in the work [36]:

E
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Ss

� �
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

p s� 1ð Þ

s Xs�1

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s� i
i

r
;

for [ 300.
In this article, for the calculation of the Hurst exponent we will apply the method-

ology proposed in [3]. Let a series of n observations are given Z ¼ zif gni¼1. For each of
the initial segments of this time series zif gsi¼1 with length s ¼ 3; 4; . . .n calculate the
mean values by the formula �zs ¼ 1

s

Ps
i¼1 zi, accumulated deviations find the formula

xs;t ¼
Ps

i¼1 zi � �zsð Þ, for s ¼ 3; 4; . . .n, where Rs ¼ max
1� t� s

xs;t � min
1� t� s

xs;t. Then the

standard deviation for each of the segments determined by Ss ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
s

Ps
i¼1 zi � �zið Þ2

q
, for

s ¼ 3; 4; . . .n. The velocity of the accumulated deviation is normalized by dividing by

the mean square deviation for each segment s and the dependency schedule lg Rs
Ss

� �
by

lgðsÞ is built also known as R/S trajectory. Then the linear regression equation is
constructed based on the least squares’ method; the coefficient with an independent
variable will be the Hurst exponent (a ¼ const):
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lg
Rs

Ss

� �
¼ lg að ÞþH lg sð Þ:

The Hurst exponent can also be considered as a function of s [3]: H sð Þ ¼ lg Rs
Ssð Þ

lg s
2ð Þ .

Behavior constructed on the basis of this function of the H trajectory or function
dependence H sð Þ of lg s

2

� �
, as well as R/S trajectories, can be used to detect such

properties of the time series as: intervals of long-term and short-term dependence; the
presence of cyclic components and the average length of the nonperiodic cycle.

Typically, a visual analysis of trends in the V-statistics is used to find the length of
a cycle. It consists in identifying the points of trend change that can signal the end of
the cycle, as well as the intervals of growth, stabilization and decline of the curve,
which, with increasing number of observations, determines the attraction of the process
to a persistent or random. The growth of V-statistics with an increase in the number of
observations indicates the persistence of the current section of the series, and stabi-
lization - on the predominance of white noise. V-statistics is calculated by: Vs ¼ Rsffiffi

s
p

Ss
,

where Rs is variance and Ss is standard deviation for s ¼ 3; 4; . . .n. It is confirmed in
[3] that the moment of change of the trend of the V-statistics graph, which is expressed
by the dependence Vs of lgðsÞ indicates the length of both the non-periodic cycle.

2.2 Method of Pre-forecasting Fractal Analysis of Time Series

The method of pre-forecasting analysis of non-stationary time series involves the
calculation of the Hurst exponent based on the R/S analysis of the time series; defi-
nition of the average length of the nonperiodic cycle and the identification of “long
memory” in the time series; selection of assets for trading.

Here is a description of these algorithms, illustrating calculations for a specific task.
Analysis stages description and visualization in system is necessary component of
traders’ learning of time series analysis skills. Let’s set the time series of prices for
petrol for the period from 2016 to 2019, daily data on closing prices, the length of the
series is 775. Let’s denote it by �Z ¼ �zif gnþ 1

i¼1 ¼ �z t1ð Þ;�z t2ð Þ;...;�z tnð Þ
	 


, ti – discrete moments
of time. Perform the following steps:

Step 1. We visualize the given time series, that is, we will build a price chart.
Step 2. We implement the procedure of R/S analysis. Calculate the Hurst exponent.

To find the Hurst exponent we will consider the time series Z ¼ zif gni¼1 where zi ¼
lg �zið Þ
lg �zi�1ð Þ for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .n. This requirement, described in [3] (see Fig. 1).

The next step is to calculate the scale Rs and standard deviation Ss for each of the
segments zif gsi¼1 of length s ¼ 3; 4; . . .n. Let’s introduce the designation X ¼
x3; x4; . . .; xnð Þ where xs ¼ lg sð Þ and Y ¼ y3; y4; . . .; ynð Þ where ys ¼ lg Rs

Ss

� �
for s ¼

3; 4; . . .n and suppose that between the factors X and Y there is a linear dependence, i.e.
Y ¼ aþ bX. Identify the values of the coefficients a and b from the condition of
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minimizing the function
Pn

s¼3 ys � aþ bxsð Þð Þ2! min by the least squares method
[27]. As a result, for the time series Z received the following estimates: â ¼ �0:549,
b̂ ¼ 0:783. The estimation of the coefficient b will be the Hurst exponent of the time
series Z, i.e. H ¼ 0:783. Determination factor is R2 ¼ 0:9198.

For a series Z, we construct on one graph R/S- and H-trajectories and the regression
line Y ¼ �0:549þ 0:783X (see Fig. 2).

Step 3. Check the hypothesis about the significance of the H exponent for the Z

series. For the series Z, the indicator E Rs
Ss

� �
¼ 0:5452. So, the Hurst exponent for this

series H ¼ 0:783, then the hypothesis about his accident is rejected. The value of the
Hurst exponent indicates that the input time series Z is persistent, and the process
described by this time series is characterized by the presence of long-term memory and
has a trend-resistant non-periodic cycle.

2.3 Criteria for Determining the Length of a Non-periodic Cycle

The criterion is based on smoothing the V-statistics curve and identifying the moments
of changing the initial trend of the curve, taking into account the smoothed values.

Fig. 2. R/S (black) and H (red) trajectory for the time series Z.

Fig. 1. Time series of prices for petrol (NYMEX) after conversion.
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Smooth a series Vs for s ¼ 3; 4; . . .; n with the help of a simple moving average with
period p according to the formula:

ssþ p ¼ 1
p

Xp�1

j¼0
Vsþ p�j; s ¼ 3; 4; . . .; n� p

and the Kaufman’s adaptive moving average by the formula:

at ¼ ctVt þ 1� ctð Þat�1;

where ct ¼ Et f � sð Þþ sð Þ2, Et ¼ Vt�Vt�rPr�1

i¼0
Vt�i�Vt�i�1j j

are the coefficient of efficiency as the

ratio of the total price movement to the sum of the absolute values of the noise market
movement for the period r, t ¼ sþ r; n, f , s are fast and slow smoothing factors,
f ¼ 2

p1 þ 1, s ¼ 2
p2 þ 1 and p1\p2 (see Fig. 3).

The length of the non-periodic cycle is k if the conditions are fulfilled at the time k:

• from the moment k the Kaufman index falls for at least two subsequent points, that
is ak [ akþ 1 [ akþ 2. it is significant that the Kaufman index should increase
monotonously to the k-th point, which is explained by the behavior of the
V-statistics;

• the moving average flow at this moment does not exceed the value of the Kaufman
index, i.e. sk\ak , skþ 1\akþ 1.

• there is a sharp change in the trend of V-growth statistics on the fall: Vk�1\Vk,
Vk [Vkþ 1, at the same time, the value of V-statistics at the kth point reaches the
local maximum, exceeding the values of the simple moving average and the
Kaufman index: Vk [ ak [ sk .

The choice of a Kaufman flow filter is due to the adaptive nature of its coefficients.
Thus, the system, subject to the use of this criterion, can calculate the value of a non-
periodic cycle without human intervention, that is, in automatic mode.

It should be noted that the abscissa axis for the plot on which the V-statistics and
the mean averages are constructed is the logarithmic value of s, that is, after obtaining
the moment for which the specified conditions are fulfilled: the point from the abscissa
axis xk you need to use the formula k ¼ 10lg xkð Þ.

According to the graph V-statistics and moving averages for the studied series, one
can see that these conditions are fulfilled for xk ¼ 1:255 that is, the value of a non-
periodic cycle for a given series 10lg 1:255ð Þ � 18. It should be noted that the verification
of conditions must be carried out starting from the point k ¼ 10, xk ¼ 1, as well as the
construction of a regression line to determine the Hurst exponent. This empirical rule is
formulated in [3].

Let’s consider other definition method of the length of a non-periodic cycle. It is
known that the moment of a fracture or abrupt change in the initial trend of the H
trajectory, as a rule, from the rising to a decreasing, provided that the R/S trajectory has
previously changed its initial trend, indicates the length of the cycle.
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Let’s denote through F Zð Þ a family of series of fixed length m, each of which is
constructed from the input time series Z by a flow window method, that are the series
zif gmi¼1, zif gmþ 1

i¼2 ,. . ., zif gni¼n�mþ 1. For each of these series, apply the R/S analysis
procedure, construct the corresponding H and R/S trajectories, and define the length of
the cycles kj, j ¼ 1; n� mþ 1 from condition that the point kj match the length of the
cycle for time series zif gmþ j�1

i¼j if H is trajectory at the point kj þ 1 or kj þ 2 crosses the
R/S trajectory, while both trajectories change the previous downward trend starting
from the point kj so Hkj þ 1\Hkj i R=Sð Þkj þ 1\ R=Sð Þkj , R=Sð Þkj þ 2 [Hkj þ 2 and the R/S

trajectory is not in the anti-persistence zone, i.e. R=Sð Þkj [ 0:5.

Next, we will construct a histogram of the length distribution of cycles kj for
families of time series zif gmþ j�1

i¼j , j ¼ 1; n� mþ 1. On the basis of the histogram, you
can estimate the average length of the cycle.

By the histogram for the input row (see Fig. 4), the median is 18, and the average
value is 18.81. Since the data on time series reflects the daily prices of series petrol, it is
possible to conclude from the analysis that the average value of the cycle (quasicycle)
is almost a month (18 working days).

Each of the described criteria shows the high efficiency of setting the value of
cycles when working in automatic mode.

Next step is to analyze the behavior of the Hurst exponent in dynamics. In order to
provide a more detailed time series analysis, it is proposed to investigate the behavior
of the Hurst exponent in dynamics. The results of this study can be used to break down
a number of sites by their level of persistence. This allows you to follow the current
development of the process and forecast it for the future. The flux index is a function
which is constructed from the Hurst exponent for the family of series F (Z), which are
formed from the studied time series Z by the flow window method. For the time series
that is being investigated, the graph of the change in the indicator shows that the time
series is persistent both in general and on local segments (m = 500).

Next step is determination of the potential profitable of the asset represented by the
financial time series. The purpose of the R/S-based formulation of the R/S-analysis of
asset selection criteria presented by time series for trading may also be from the point

Fig. 3. Plot V-statistics and moving averages, p ¼ 7, r ¼ 4, p1 ¼ 3, p2 ¼ 10
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of view of risk assessment of financial investment in asset data. This task can be used to
construct asset selection criteria for an investment portfolio.

Let’s put the task of assessing the risk of financial investment in assets of a certain
type. The task of assessing the effectiveness of investing is a complex procedure for the
sequential analysis of various economic and mathematical indicators, the calculation of
which depends on the type of investment. We will consider investments that represent
the flow of payments of primary payments and subsequent revenues when investing in
commodity assets and performing speculative operations on the market. The task which
is presented to the subject of risk, in this case, the investor, consists in choosing from a
set of possible assets such, investing financial resources in which would provide the
maximum economic effect in accordance with the requirements of the subject, taking
into account financial risks. Under financial risks we will understand the risks asso-
ciated with transactions with financial assets. Estimation of alternative investment
options according to the requirements of the subject of risk can be realized both on the
basis of analytical and calculation methods, and with the help of fractal analysis of the
market.

Let each asset meet retrospective information in the form of time series of prices for
this asset. The procedure for assessing the effectiveness of investing consists in the
implementation of the main stages of the complex fractal analysis described above: the
implementation of the procedure of successive R/S-analysis, the definition of the Hurst
exponent, the construction of V-statistics, identification of the process with long-term
memory, determination of the average length of the cycle. The final step is to check
whether the criteria for selecting assets for trading is satisfied by the characteristics
found. An asset represented by a financial time series, is potential profitable, if:

• the financial time series is near long-term memory;
• the behavior of the Hurst exponent in the dynamics demonstrates stable persistence

in the area of the series, which precedes the input of the investor on the market;

Fig. 4. Histogram of the distribution of the lengths of the cycles for the family of series F(Z)
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• at high values of the Hurst exponent, and subject to the presence of short cycles, it
can be argued that the market is increasing, and vice versa, if the Hurst exponent is
low, then in the case of long cycles, it can be argued that the market is falling.

The ability to identify these characteristics is an important trader’s skill. Therefore,
this mobile foreign exchange trading system provides the opportunity to train traders
with this skill. Traders need to analyze the time series stored in the system base. Then
they get feedback about identification results of the described characteristics.

3 Conclusions

The article proposes a method for forecasting fractal analysis of time series, formulates
the criteria for determining the average length of non-periodic cycles and other fractal
characteristics. The results of the analysis can be used by investors and analysts to
select the most potential profitable, assets represented by financial time series. This
method is integrated to mobile foreign exchange trading systems. The system is
characterized by the detailed visualization of all stages of time series’ pre-forecasting
analysis in the charts’ form. The special feature of the developed mobile foreign
exchange trading system is integrated m-learning tools for training traders’ skills of
analysis & processing of financial indicators’ time series. The usage of system allows to
enhance the training of traders’ and financial analysts’ effectiveness with the following
features:

1. Development of the necessary skills for work with time series based on real data
and in real time mode.

2. Detailed visualization and description of all stages of time series’ analysis. Also,
potential profitableness justification considering the calculated indicators.
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